See Submission Guidelines page for the journal's not-for-profit educational open-access policy intellectuals adopted a new consensus that Algerian territory and its majority non-European inhabitants were not and never could "become" French. Laws, practices, and institutions that elaborated Algerians' national identity, citizenship, and rights were created and continually modified in parallel with the evolving identity of France itself as republic and empire from the 1830s into the 1960s, showing how French leaders regarded Algeria and its people as an integral part of the nation, albeit one whose complex demography created cultural differences at various degrees of assimilation to the norms that afforded full citizenship rights. In analyzing efforts to Shepard's book offers much to think about. It underscores the inherent reciprocity and enduring influence of colonial relationships by elaborating how the national identities of citizens in countries with extensive imperial histories like France were constructed as part of the same processes that relegated others to "difference". It also prompts us to question the categories that frame historical representations and the historically constructed processes that put those categories in place. It is an excellent work that should be considered essential for upper-level undergraduate or graduate courses on decolonization, given how it problematizes that very concept. Scholars seeking to enhance their own or their students' understanding about the interaction of national identity with law and politics, the impact of colonial legacies in constructing notions of ethnicity and gender, and more specifically the transition from a France with Algeria to a France without Algeria will find it valuable.
